Activities

"The Old Wives Tale"
by
George Peele
staged on the
main quadrangle
in
May, 1916
The 1928 Hatchet

It has been the desire of this year's staff to build a Hatchet that would breathe the spirit of Washington University; an annual that would at once both illustrate the progress of the University so rich in historical interest and at the same time portray the fascinating campus life as we know it. With this aim in view, the theme of the 1928 Hatchet was chosen as "Seventy Five Years of Progress of Washington University". Surely three generations of continual growth furnish an adequate background against which to compare and contrast present day undergraduate activity with past scenes and customs.

As part of the program to make the Hatchet most representative of Washington University in its various aspects, it was decided that professional art work and design would be discarded in favor of a student staff of capable artists. The result can compare favorably with the art work of the leading annuals of the country; the entire design and execution of the art theme being done by students of the St. Louis School of Fine Arts, a department of Washington University, working under the direction of the art editor. The paintings for the division pages and the design of the opening pages are as accurate as good technique will permit, the former representing scenes and occasions famous in the history of the University, the latter illustrating campus architecture and the little Tudor Gothic grotesques which are found in such profusion on the older buildings.

The editorial policy of the book has been based on the assumption that pictures are a more enduring record than mere mention of the occurrence. While the photography has been uniformly good, some of the pictures are slightly indistinct, a condition which is due to the unusual circumstances under which the photographs were made. The most modern equipment possible has enabled us to secure indoor pictures at night, an accomplishment heretofore impossible.

The staff regrets that lack of student cooperation has made a larger circulation impossible. We feel sure that the business policy of independence of any organizational support is a necessary step toward efficient annual management. We are disappointed in the slow response accorded the circulation campaign. Hatchets should be bought, not sold. However, now that the Hatchet has firmly established an independent policy as regards its business management, we hope that better support will be accorded the succeeding staff by the student body.
EDITORIAL STAFF MEMBERS

Sophomore Assistants
Joseph Chused
George Grafe
Ralph Knewitz

Arthur Schellenberg
Carroll Stribling
Wallace Wilson

Jean Winkler
George Wulff
Helen Gast

Marion Harding
Helen Langsdorf
Elise Mardorf

Edna Sutter

David Black
Paul Hageman
Champlin Lindsay
Richard Lodge

Sol Shmookler
William Turner
Edwin Wilson
Mildred J. Durham

Helen Goodman
Gladys Kammerer
Louise Kippenberger
Helen Ledbetter

Oral Phares
Mary Jane Roach
Jean Smith
Claire Weiler

Freshman Assistants

Jane Baur
Howard Hibbs

John Hall
Richard Lodge

James McClelland
Fred Reynolds

Vernon Skillman
Willda Van Gieson

Milton Beckstein

Arthur Miller
Bruce Snow

Mary Stoker

Gene A. Anderwert
LeRoy S. Robbins

Auditor
Staff Photographer
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CIRCULATION STAFF

Virginia C. Sankey

Manager

Representatives of Schools

William Lincoln
Ralph Straub
Lester Rauth
Noel A. Grady
James Stark
Lois Wightman

School of Architecture
School of Commerce and Finance
School of Dentistry
School of Fine Arts
School of Medicine
School of Nursing

First Year Assistants

Helen Biggers
Graf Boepple
Marian Burge
Ray Culler
Helen Hughes
Loris Jones
Marguerite Kuhns
Richard Lodge
Charlotte Rossi
Elizabeth Sain
Virginia Weber
Lawrence Wilson

Second Year Assistants

Harry Crane
Joan Davis
Helen Gast
Elizabeth Gray
Virginia Kemler
Dorothy Lippman
Alice Maggee
Marguerite Max
Rosamond McDonald
Kathryn Osthoff
Dorothy Pennell
Mary Stoker

Third Year Assistants

Sadae Landau

Olga Nooter
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CONRADES
ROBERT SMITH
CHARLES EICHENBAUM

STUDENT LIFE
Founded 1878

RALPH CONRADES
ROBERT SMITH
CHARLES EICHENBAUM

EXECUTIVE BOARD

CARL REVELLE
GRANT TORRANCE
BERNICE ERMAN
CARLETON S. HADLEY
EDWARD THRELKELD
NORMAN BIERMAN
GEORGE GRAFE
JOE THOMAS
EMILY ARBOGAST
ALLAN COLE

EDITORIAL STAFF

CARL REVELLE
GRANT TORRANCE
BERNICE ERMAN
CARLETON S. HADLEY
EDWARD THRELKELD
NORMAN BIERMAN
GEORGE GRAFE
JOE THOMAS
EMILY ARBOGAST
ALLAN COLE

ARTURO SCHellenberg
CARROLL STIBLING
ABRAHAM MARGOLIN

EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS

ELISE MARDORF
WARREN MORGENS
JEAN WINKLER
RICHARD SMITH

SADAE LANDAU
E. H. PIPE
DONALD LOEB

GOODMAN MARGOLIN GRAFE MORGENS FIDELICK MATHERS REVELLE ROSTER ROTH MASON BIERMAN THRELKELD
ROSEFORD COLE KIRKSTOCK LORD CRUZER BASS EYRE SHERWOOD SCHellenberg HADLEY HARRIS WINKLER THRELKELD
MARGOLIN PROTSMAN KUOH ERMAN SMITH CONRADES EICHENBAUM S. LANDAU L. LANDAU PHARES BIERMAN
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STUDENT LIFE

REPORTERS
Southgate Haynie
Mary Jane Roach
Ernest Bashford
Robert Herder
Margaret Gilger
Sol Shmookler
Henry Thoma
Ralph Goodman
Eleanor Ross
Norma Yerger
Corinne Koch
Orae Phares
SPORT
Lloyd M. Harris
Champlin Lindsley

BUSINESS STAFF

Sidney Hiken
Newell Ferry
Gail Lehmburg
Clarence Lundblad
H. L. Miller
Joe Squibb

Robert Bailey
Roy Cleveland
Dan Levin
Vera Shane
Eugene Bahn
Monte Edelen

Walter Straub
David Baer
John M. Thompson

Francis Bierman
Nathan Margolin
Fred Judell
Howard Sample
Ralph Knewitz
Murray Steinberg
Robert Stockhuis
Richard Waite
Robert Parman
Gladys Kammerer
Charlotte Ross
Marion Harding

Leonard Mathes
Ted Solomon
Joseph Chused

William Roever
Ursula Trank
Dorothy Lincoln
Mackenzie Barkon
Alvin Wilber
Preston Jenison
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DIRGE

BEARERS OF THE PALL

Milton Monroe, '28  Editor-in-Chief
Dorothy Lippman, '27  Art Editor
Jordaan Grannemann, '27  Business Manager
Carleton Hadley, '28  Editorial Assistant
Sally Selby, '27  Exchange Editor
Austin James, '27  Advertising Manager
Lyla Coody, '27  Treasurer
Alvin Willer, '29  Circulation Manager

ART MOURNERS

Alfred Parker, '27  George Senseney, '29  Carl Weber, '30
Bab Frazier, '26  Carl Revelle, '28  Clara Beardslee, '30
Noel Grady, '26  Virginia Brauer, '29  Virginia Schreiner, '30
Bill Lincoln, '28  Alice Maggee, '29  Violet S. Leonard, '31
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUSINESS MOURNERS</th>
<th>LITERARY MOURNERS</th>
<th>CIRCULATION MOURNERS</th>
<th>CIRCULATION ASSISTANTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herman Levin, '30</td>
<td>Karl Seibel, '28</td>
<td>Ray Linda, '28</td>
<td>Alan Pollock, '30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUSINESS MOURNERS</th>
<th>LITERARY MOURNERS</th>
<th>CIRCULATION MOURNERS</th>
<th>CIRCULATION ASSISTANTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Julian Simpson, '28</td>
<td>George Will, Jr., '29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUSINESS MOURNERS</th>
<th>LITERARY MOURNERS</th>
<th>CIRCULATION MOURNERS</th>
<th>CIRCULATION ASSISTANTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Corinne Koch, '28</td>
<td>Bill Wallace, '30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Latta, '28</td>
<td>Alan Pollock, '30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>George Will, Jr., '29</td>
<td>Virginia Louise Smith, '30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXECUTIVE STAFF

Maurice L. Stewart  Editor-in-Chief
C. S. Potts  Faculty Editor
Warren Turner  Managing Editor
Arthur E. Johnson  Business Manager
Wendell J. Phillips  Acting Business Manager
Ruth Bates  Secretary

ASSISTANT EDITORS

C. Sidney Neuhoff  Case
F. Warner Fischer  Notes

EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS

Forrest M. Hemker  Charles H. Luecking
Edward L. Wiese  Erwin C. Fischer
Theodore Short  Joseph R. Burcham

BUSINESS ASSISTANTS

Mary E. Beardsley  Circulation Manager
Erwin Koch  Norman Bierman
Clifford Greve  Stanley Weiss
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PHILO STEVENSON
Richard C. Bland

Editor and Publisher
Faculty Representative

DEPARTMENTS

CAMPUS
Editor
Norman W. Eaken
Reporters
Helen K. Stegner
Helen A. McFarland
Luo Saenger
Genevieve Harnett
Frances M. Harman
Nancy L. Blair

WOMEN
Editor
Dorothea M. Comfort
Reporters
Emelyn L. Arborgast
Virginia J. Miller

MARGARET F. WILLIS
SCHOOL
Editor
James R. Kamp
Reporters
Eleanor Marston
Mildred C. Funsch
Marjorie R. Kircher

FRANCES M. HARMAN
NANCY L. BLAIR

HELEN SCHATTGEN
DOROTHY SEIBEL

LITERATURE AND DRAMA
Editor
William H. Mansfield
Reporters
Katherine P. Hafner
Roma Schaefer
Helen E. Brod

EDITORIAL
Editor
Frank Ponier
Reporters
Margaret F. Fitsimmons
Richard V. Beall
Julius Curley

SPORT
Editor
Henry J. Scherk
Reporters
Harry E. Zumstein
William H. Mansfield
Edwin A. Lamke

Martha I. Kruckemeyer
Artists
Bernice E. Erman
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The Library Arcade
Kappa Phi Sigma

Stump Chapter
Established 1917

Members

Seniors
Raymond Buckley
Joe David
George C. Dyer
Ronald Foulis
Emerson Austen
Eugene Bahn
Stuart Britt
Charles Dolson
Harold Elbert
Merle Fainsod

Juniors
Raymond Buckley
Joe David
George C. Dyer
Ronald Foulis
Emerson Austen
Eugene Bahn
Stuart Britt
Charles Dolson
Harold Elbert
Merle Fainsod

Sophomores
Emerson Austen
Eugene Bahn
Stuart Britt
Charles Dolson
Harold Elbert
Merle Fainsod

Freshmen
William Hall
Howard L. Hibbs
John Leicham
Harry E. Leilich
Erwin Koch
Theodore Krauss
Harry Pipe
Robert Rosenwald
James Stark
Clifford Greve
Robert Harding
Milton Harrington
Abraham Margolin
Charles Mason
Leonard Mathes
Robert Parman
Fred Perabo
Saul S. Pollock
Lyman Richardson
Herman Levin
Edwin Lopata
Charles Lynn

Presidents
Maurice Stewart
Edward Stimson
Charles Wager
Chester Waterous
Adolph Winheim

Vice-Presidents
Frederick McCoy
Aubrey Reid
Aytchmonde Stone
Thornton Waller
John Weirich
John von Aimen

Secretaries
Orville W. Richardson
William Roever
David E. Spathef
Donald Springer

Treasurers
William Roever
David E. Spathef
Donald Springer

Sergeant-at-Arms
Orville W. Richardson
William Roever
David E. Spathef
Donald Springer
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OFFICERS

Arlene Schwartzkopf  President
Jessie Middleton  Vice-President
Sally Hutchinson  Secretary
Ruth Moore  Treasurer

MEMBERS

Seniors
Gertrude DeWitt
Caroline Gleck
Hope Holloway
Arlene Schwartzkopf
Mary Jane Carrier
Carol Crowe
Dorothea Spellman
Marion Harding
Sally Hutchinson
Willma Schwindeler
Laura Briscoe
Gladys Kammerer
Harriet Libman

Juniors
Freda Heilbrun
Jessie Middleton
Lucille Oesterle
Jean Lebens
Virginia Sankey

Sophomores
Harriet Libman
Laura Briscoe
Gladys Kammerer
Mary Jane Carrier

Freshmen
Hazel Niemann
Oral Phares
Mary Wickenhauser
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Washington University undertook during the past year the most ambitious debating schedule in its history. Among the outstanding clashes were a series of three international debates with the University of Sydney, Australia, and Oxford and Cambridge Universities of England. Washington University had the unique position of being the only institution in the United States to meet all three of these foreign schools.

The University of Sydney, represented by Sydney H. Heathwood, Dr. John R. Goodsall, and Noel D. McIntosh, all prominent graduates of the Australian institution, debated Washington according to the split-team method on November 5. Robert E. Rosenwald and Aytchomone Stone of Washington, together with Dr. Goodsall of Sydney, took the affirmative side of the question, “Has Democracy Failed.” George Dyer of Washington went over to the Australian team. A large audience in Graham Memorial chapel rendered a verdict in favor of the success of democracy.

Steuart Britt, Abraham E. Margolin, and Edward Stimson upheld the affirmative side of the proposition, “This House Favors the Principle of Prohibition”, against a distinguished team from Oxford University on December 2. Gyles Isham, Patrick Monkhouse, and Michael A. E. Franklin, all of whom have a long record of worthy accomplishments, represented the English institution. This debate was unique in that speakers of both the affirmative
DEBATING

and negative gave their individual opinions of the question. Washington was the victor by a popular decision.

On December 18, Washington debated Cambridge University on the subject, “This House Regrets the Large Part that Advertising Plays in Modern Life”. Robert Rosenwald and George Dyer of Washington, upholding the negative, lost the decision to the Cambridge team of Hugh G. Herklots and Wilfred G. Fordham.

The debate with Minnesota University on December 9 was held in Minneapolis before a large crowd. The Washington team of Merle Fainsod and Clifford Greve, upholding the negative side of the question, “Resolved, that the United States should Cancel all War Debts Due from the Allies on Account of the World War”, won a unanimous decision.

In the annual dual contest with Missouri University, George Dyer and Orville Richardson, journeyed to Columbia on March 14 to debate the question, “Resolved, that the Benefits Derived from Intercollegiate Athletics Outweigh the Evils”. Herman Levin and Sol Shmookler debated the Missouri University freshmen in St. Louis on the opposite side of the same question.

Aytchmonde Stone, Clifford Greve, and Charles Wager represented Washington in the debate with St. Louis University on April 1. “Movie Censorship” was the topic of discussion in this forensic clash, the first meeting between the two institutions in several years.

The annual contest of the Missouri Valley Oratorical Association was held in Graham Memorial Chapel on March 17. Charles Dillon, who also represented Washington the previous year, spoke on the “Crime Situation and Crime Enforcement in Missouri”, winning second place and a prize of twenty-five dollars.
Y. M. C. A.

WILLIAM E. ELLIOTT
Executive Secretary

OFFICERS

JACK Burkhardt  . . . . . . . . . . . . President
Edward W. Stimson  . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
Walter Borger  . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary
Robert S. Newhouse  . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer
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Y. M. C. A.

CABINET

Harvey Swanson
Donald Springer
Clifford Greve
Robert S. Newhouse
Robert Parman
James Herriman
Donald Dubail
Milton K. Harrington
Lyman Richardson
Thornton Waller
Charles P. Mason
John Fenton
Erwin Koch

Books and Publications
Church Relations
Discussion Groups
Finance
Gospel Teams
Hollister
Meetings
Membership
Publicity
Social
Social Service
Student Assistance
World Fellowship
Y. W. C. A.

OFFICERS

Genevieve Harnett  President
Constance Baker  Vice-President
Emily McLean  Secretary
Mary Myers  Treasurer

CABINET

Helen Ayars
Bernice Bachelder
Emily Bausch
Dorothy Conzelman
Jane Ewerhardt
Marion Harding

Margaret Herring
Italine Lytle
Sibley Merton
Margaret Ohle
Dorothea Spellmann
Adrienne Stoeppeelman

Norma Yerger
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FRESHMAN COMMISSION

OFFICERS

UME CHAPLIN            President
MARGUERITE MAX         Vice-President
NORMA YERGER           Secretary
HELEN LANGSDORF        Treasurer
MARION HARDING         Representative to Y. W. C. A. Cabinet

MEMBERS

MARJORIE BALL
ELIZABETH BURDEAU
MARIAN CASE
UME CHAPLIN
ALICE GREGSON
MARION HARDING
SALLY HUTCHINSON

MARGARET JONES
HELEN LANGSDORF
ITALINE LYTLE
ELISE MARDORF
MARGUERITE MAX
RUTH MOORE
MABEL SMITH

NORMA YERGER
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OFFICERS

President
CLIFFORD GREVE

Vice-President
CARLETON S. HADLEY

Secretary
WILLIAM TAUSSIG

Treasurer

MEMBERS

LESTER ABBOTT
CUEVIN ALT
WILLIAM BARNETT
LLOYD COSTLEY
HARRY CRANE
CHARLES DOLSON
HAROLD ELBERT
CLAUDE ELLIS
GEORGE EVANS
M. GIBSON
ARTHUR GILDEHAUS
GRANVILLE GLOOR
CLIFFORD GREVE
CARLETON HADLEY
EDWARD HAGER
GEORGE HARRIS
ARNER HAUCK
ROBERT HEIDEMAN
RAYMOND HEIST

RALPH HOOD
ELLERY JOHNSON
HARRY JOLLY
JOHN JONAS
BEN KIRKPATRICK
ROBERT KNIGHT
ROBERT KOHLbery
CLIFFORD LECOUTOUR
HARRY MACINTOSH
ARTHUR MELTON
CHARLES MULDOON
ROBERT NEWHOUSE
ROBERT PARMA.n
JOHN PHILLIPS
JOHN POSEY
ERWIN QUICKERT
LYAL QUINBY
CARL REVELLE
WILLIAM ROEVER
CARL SCHROEDER

FRANK SCOTT
JOE SQUIBB
PAUL STAFFORD
JAMES STARK
CARL STOFFREGEN
WALTER STUCK
WILLIAM TAUSSIG
JACK THOMAS
JAMES THOMPSON
DAVID J. TOMPKINS
GRANT TARRANCE
ROBERT URRUG
THORNTON WALLER
CHESTER WATEROUS
EDWARD WILSON
GEORGE WINDLE
WOODSON WOODS
JOHN ZIEGENHEIN
WILFORD ZINSMEYER

Top Row—GLOOR, PHILLIPS, HEIDEMAN, ALT, MULDOON, HADLEY, REVELLE, TORRANCE, KNEWITZ.
Second Row—WINDLE, EVANS, GIBSON, BARNETT, STARK, ROEVER, LECOUTOUR, UNRUH, KNIGHT, STUCK GREVE, WALLER, QUINBY
Bottom Row—TARANGE, SQUIBB, WATEROURS, PARMA.n, COVIT, SCOTT, QUICKERT, KIRKPATRICK, BUCKER, SMITH, TRELLEKES, SCHROEDER
ABBOTT, ELBERT, JOHNSON, THOMPSON, WILSON, NEWHOUSE.
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PEPPERS

Claudine Fay
Madeleine Closs

Seniors
Lucille Begeman
Madeleine Closs
Dorothea Comfort
Carol Crowe
Claudine Fay
Helen Fleming
Dorothy Hardcastle
Eugenia Hart

Bernice Erman
Claudine Fay
Helen Fleming
Dorothy Hardcastle
Eugenia Hart

Emily McLean
Mary Myers
Olga Nooter
Adrienne Stoepelmann

Jeanette Addison
Mary Bartlett
Jane Bruce
Helen Eberle
Elsa Engelsmann

Jane Ewerhardt
Katherine Hayner
Elizabeth Hancock
Henrietta McCutchan
Genevieve McNellis
Elizabeth Wright

Sibley Merton
Georgia Schoenthaler
Dorothea Spellmann
Elizabeth Tatman
Margaret Willis

Ume Chaplin
Marion Harding

Sophomores
Sally Hutchinson
Marguerite Max

Sally Hutchinson
Marguerite Max

Ruth Moore
Dorothy Ross

Bertha A. Bennett

Honorary Members
Lucille B. Osborne

Esther V. Porter

The HATCHET
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SOPHOMORE VIGILANCE COMMITTEE

Robert Parman ....... Chairman

Alonzo Lee Bates
Louis Berkowitz
Sanford Cole
Christopher Dalton
Raymond Falzone
Ernest Fennell
Granville Gloor
Edward Hager
Homer Heideman
Gerald Hoffman
Preston Jenison
Ralph Knewitz
Ralph Kurz
Carl Langenohl
Ray Linda

Leonard Mathes
Walter Moore
Saul Pollack
Erwin Quickert
John Rosebrough
Boyd Russell
Arthur Schellenberg
George Senseney
Isadore Shapiro
Jerome Stanford
Rolla Stocke
Dann Teller
Russell Van Tuyl
Jack Walsh
Glenn Weber

Calvin Yeckel
WITONIHI

Seniors
Bernice Donihoo
Eleanor Foulis
Mildred Haefner
Helen Halter

Beryl Keightley
Roma Schaefer

Arlene Steinmeyer

Juniors

Edna Bareis
Josephine Jones
Virginia Kretschmar

Arlene Schwartzkopf
Florence Stoerner

Sophomores

HeLEN Brown
Katherine Cooper
Violet Kwart
Alice Kahl
Anne Kahl

Audrey Lucas
Audrey Mulholland
Dorothy Young

Pledges

Julia Lindsay
Julia Roth
Evelyn Schlinkert
Leonore Stamm
Bertha Witter

1928
M S S

OFFICERS

JAMES R. KAMP
MARIE THERESA DEBATIN
FRANCES DAVIS
JEAN WINKLER

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

MEMBERS

Seniors
MARIE THERESA DEBATIN
MAURICE HARTMANN

Juniors
FRANCES DAVIS
JAMES KAMP
RICHARD KUEHNE

Roma Schaefer

Sophomores
CAROLINE NATIONS

JOE THOMAS

Susan Faudi

Naomi Picquet
Elizabeth Pleger
Lloyd Harris

Jean Winkler

Hartmann  Faudi  Pleger  Picquet  Nations  Kuehne
Winkler  Debatin  Kamp  Davis  Harris
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OFFICERS

Freda Heilbrun . . . . . . . President
Elise Chaplin . . . . . . . Secretary
Virginia Kennon . . . . . . Treasurer

Seniors

Virginia Becker
Elise Chaplin
Claudine Fay

Adrienne Stoepelman

Juniors

Clara Beardslee
Frances Blackburn
Dorothy Conzelman

Helen Fleming
Caroline Gleick
Freda Heilbrun

Helen Eberle
Mena Karst
Helene Schmitz

Sophomores

Virginia Kennon

Elizabeth Wright
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY STUDENT BRANCH
FOUNDED 1904

OFFICERS

President
Ernest B. Kempster, Jr.
Thornton O. Waller
Ralph L. Belshe
Professor H. G. Hake

Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer

FACULTY MEMBERS

Professor W. L. Upson

C. W. Bunch

R. Brewer, Jr.
R. C. Cook
J. F. Cook, Jr.
M. L. Daughtery
E. W. Baer
F. H. Belcher
R. L. Belshe
M. Block
P. M. Brannan
L. Cohn
W. E. Coleman
N. O. Enderson
W. A. Bartlett
R. C. Bennett
W. W. Boxliner
E. B. Bramlett
A. D. Breitenbach
R. T. Cottin
J. L. Conklin
H. P. Cowden
W. A. Albrecht
A. J. Bates
A. S. Drake
B. Fredericks
G. A. Gefstein
F. W. Fauth
D. B. Jeffery
C. V. Juliyan

Professor R. S. Glasgow

N. A. Komninos

C. E. Fay

GRADUATE MEMBERS

C. W. Bunch

R. Brewer, Jr.
R. C. Cook
J. F. Cook, Jr.
M. L. Daughtery
E. W. Baer
F. H. Belcher
R. L. Belshe
M. Block
P. M. Brannan
L. Cohn
W. E. Coleman
N. O. Enderson
W. A. Bartlett
R. C. Bennett
W. W. Boxliner
E. B. Bramlett
A. D. Breitenbach
R. T. Cottin
J. L. Conklin
H. P. Cowden
W. A. Albrecht
A. J. Bates
A. S. Drake
B. Fredericks
G. A. Gefstein
F. W. Fauth
D. B. Jeffery
C. V. Juliyan

H. C. Heil
E. B. Kempster, Jr.
I. M. Levy
D. F. Meyer

G. O. Moore
E. J. Mench
W. H. Menz
R. F. Minier
C. K. Perkins
R. O. Proehle
G. M. Senne

F. H. Mann
C. A. Mann
R. G. McCulloch
H. J. Miller
W. P. Meyers
G. Mountjoy
L. E. Neyman
G. P. Pappas
R. E. Prouty

M. W. Mabry
J. E. Matlock
H. A. Odade
C. V. Reeves
W. H. Reyolds
T. C. Rostrom
G. A. Ruffman
M. B. Seltzer

F. W. Peterson
T. M. Pegram
A. R. Ryan
H. F. Schwarz
L. Schechter
E. A. Schraff
C. J. Schwartz
F. R. Small
T. O. Waller
F. J. Westlock
G. W. Witte
F. H. Pillsbury
J. Plack
W. Pogorelsky
J. F. Stiles
J. Stanford
M. C. Thomas
G. C. Tipton
E. M. Yarbrough
H. B. Settle
C. H. Stelling
S. L. St. Jean
R. C. Stockhous
W. C. Tracy
R. W. VanVuchel
T. W. Warmia
H. W. Wiese

GRADUATE MEMBERS

N. A. Komninos

C. E. Fay

GRADUATE MEMBERS

C. W. Bunch

R. Brewer, Jr.
R. C. Cook
J. F. Cook, Jr.
M. L. Daughtery
E. W. Baer
F. H. Belcher
R. L. Belshe
M. Block
P. M. Brannan
L. Cohn
W. E. Coleman
N. O. Enderson
W. A. Bartlett
R. C. Bennett
W. W. Boxliner
E. B. Bramlett
A. D. Breitenbach
R. T. Cottin
J. L. Conklin
H. P. Cowden
W. A. Albrecht
A. J. Bates
A. S. Drake
B. Fredericks
G. A. Gefstein
F. W. Fauth
D. B. Jeffery
C. V. Juliyan

W. H. Keller
J. R. Kerins
J. E. Kerr
C. W. Klein
W. L. Klein
J. L. Lindsay, Jr.
C. O. Mallsenckrott

H. A. Quade
C. V. Reeves
W. H. Reyolds
T. C. Rostrom
G. A. Ruffman
M. B. Seltzer

H. C. Heil
E. B. Kempster, Jr.
I. M. Levy
D. F. Meyer

G. O. Moore
E. J. Mench
W. H. Menz
R. F. Minier
C. K. Perkins
R. O. Proehle
G. M. Senne

F. H. Mann
C. A. Mann
R. G. McCulloch
H. J. Miller
W. P. Meyers
G. Mountjoy
L. E. Neyman
G. P. Pappas
R. E. Prouty

M. W. Mabry
J. E. Matlock
H. A. Odade
C. V. Reeves
W. H. Reyolds
T. C. Rostrom
G. A. Ruffman
M. B. Seltzer

F. W. Peterson
T. M. Pegram
A. R. Ryan
H. F. Schwarz
L. Schechter
E. A. Schraff
C. J. Schwartz
F. R. Small
T. O. Waller
F. J. Westlock
G. W. Witte
F. H. Pillsbury
J. Plack
W. Pogorelsky
J. F. Stiles
J. Stanford
M. C. Thomas
G. C. Tipton
E. M. Yarbrough
H. B. Settle
C. H. Stelling
S. L. St. Jean
R. C. Stockhous
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COLLIMATION CLUB

RALPH EASON
EARL KRIEGESMAN
CHARLES QUADE

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

Seniors
J. W. BAER
F. L. BEAN
N. R. BRICE
F. M. COLE

R. L. EASON
E. W. KIECKERS
G. E. MILLER
G. SHERRATT
A. G. SOMMERS

M. SORIN
N. WASSERMAN
F. W. WEBSTER
A. WEISER

E. A. AUSTEN
A. E. DAVIS
C. H. DOLSON
P. T. GEORGE

J. E. HARLIN
T. M. HUISSEN
E. F. JOHNSON
V. C. LISCHER
C. O. QUADE

H. RADD
H. L. SMITH
D. E. SPATHELF
P. THOMPSON

F. AXTHELM

Juniors

Sophomores

O. SHOWMAN
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DELTASIG CLUB

COMMERCE
Established 1926

MEMBER IN FACULTY
Lewis F. Thomas, Ph.D.

MEMBERS
Gene A. Anderwert, '28
Philip E. Askey, '28
Carl L. A. Beckers, '28
Roger E. Constance, '28
Robert P. Cranston, '27
John C. Fenton, '27
Peter W. Herzog, '27
Kenneth G. Holtgrewe, '27
Frederic S. Kelly, '27
John F. Knapp, '28

Richard M. Kuehne, '28
Charles P. Mason, '28
John H. Radford, '28
Aubrey D. Reid, '28
Theodore W. Riedel, '27
Earl B. Shaw, '27
Ralph H. Straub, '28
J. Meredith Westover, '28
Earl J. Wippler, '28
Arnold W. Zimmerman, '27
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY
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President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

FACULTY MEMBERS

Professor L. Hill
Professor Holmes Smith
Assoc. Prof. A. E. Pitch
Ass’t. Prof. H. C. Ellison

Dean W. E. McCourt
Paul J. Saunders

HONORARY MEMBERS

GRADUATE STUDENTS

Willis L. Wells
Isadore Handelman

STUDENT MEMBERS

Seniors

Robert H. Flomar
Benzel Heiner
Oliver R. Hersch
Harry S. VasHofen
Lyman B. Hosball
W. R. K. Watkins

First-Year

Wesley W. Chorlton
Charles H. Collins
Richard E. Graham
Lester C. Haeckel
Tom H. Harms
Roger J. Howell
Herbert S. Kassing
Abraham J. Kaufman

Narman Kertzman
Edward J. Mitrux
Joseph C. Nelson
Robert C. Oswald
Edward R. Page
Clarence R. Parpin
Josephus O. Park
Van S. Reid
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ALCHEMYST CLUB

MEMBERS

Seniors

Richard Duff
Merle Griffin
C. Neff

Carl Pfeifer
Ralph Rosen
Joe Steiner

Carl Seltzer
Richard C. Wackher
Adolph Winheim

Juniors

George Atkins
Carl Benz
Roy Brown
Roland Brickenkamp

Jerome Fritschle
John Moats
Charles Schraudenbach

John Schwarz
George Shaw
Melvin Shcolnik
Joe Wyman

Sophomores

Frank Barr
Edgar Bohle
Andrew A. Devoti
Richard Dunlop

Thomas McDonnell
Matthew McCauley
Marvin Hubbell

Arthur Walker
Eugene Ormond
Edward Mockobey
Arthur Schellenberg

Charles Walters

Freshmen

William Thummel
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MEN'S DORMITORY COUNCIL

OFFICERS

Thomas E. Willier . . . . . . . . . . . . President
Ellery F. Johnson . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary-Treasurer

REPRESENTATIVES

Tower Hall
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Thomas E. Willier
Emil Haas

A. E. Margolin
Edward Bramlitt
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MODEMAR

MEMBERS

Jeanette Addison
Marie Boggiano
Doralouise Britt
Jane Bruce
Frances Davis
Maxine Goldman
Mary Greene
Hope Holloway
Ruth Horwitz
Margaret Jones
Clara Kienzle

Helen Langsdorf
Ruth Manlove
Lucile Nieman
Evelyn Patterson
Mildred Pfeiffer
Anne Ross
Margaret Scudamore
Ruth Sidebotham
Dorothy Watson
Vera Shane
Ruth Willson

Mary Eleanor Wright
SHARPSHOOTERS

Captain Robert E. Turley
Mildred Haeffner
Hope Holloway

Instructor
President
Secretary

MEMBERS

Mary Helen Bartlett
Lucille Bradley
Genevieve Boeckmann
HeLEN Driscoll
Dorothy Hawkins
Alice Kendall
Ruth Livingston

Marguerite Max
Henrietta McCutchan
Claribel Prichard
Miriam Rodenberger
Helen Ross
Harriet Schwenk
Edith Volkman

Lorraine Zimmerman
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

OFFICERS

President
Helen Wheatley

Vice-President
Jessie Middleton

Secretary
Virginia Sankey

Treasurer
Margaret Willis

MEMBERS

Seniors
Edith Volkman

Juniors
Anna Louise Fuller

Maxine Goldman

Frances Harman

Grace Koch

Sophomores
Marion Harding

Sally Hutchinson

Margaret Jones

Freshmen
Willda Van Gieson

Cornelia Bernoche
Helen Fleming

HeLEN AYARS
Bernice Bachelder
Frances Blackburn

JACQUELINE AMBLER
Dorothy Beyer
Jeanne Blythe
Florence Eilers

Jane Baur
OFFICERS

Helen Fleming
Madeleine Closs
Eugenia Hart

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

Seniors
Elise Chaplin
Madeleine Closs
Claudine Fay
Helen Fleming

Virginia Bauer
Clara Beardslee
Frances Blackburn
Elsa Engelsmann
Jane Everhardt

Emilia Hart
Emily McLean
Mary Myers
Alice Seidel

Eliza Hancock
Corinne Koehl
Jane Parsons
Jessie Stone
Margaret Willis

Sophomores
Christine Chaplin
Ume Chaplin
Jane Lincoln

Elise Mardorf
Dorothy Pennell
Ursula Trask
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TRAMPS

OFFICERS
Olga Nooter
Katherine Pfeifer
Jane Bruce

President
Secretary
Treasurer

MEMBERS

Seniors
Mildred Haefner
Ervilla Hix
Jeanette Addison
Marie Boggiano
Helen Brown
Jane Bruce
Estelle Fisher
Dorothy Fuller

Evelyn Schlinkert
Elizabeth Barkley
Clara Kienzle
Ruth Willson
Dorothy Fuller

Maxine Goldman
Alice Kahl
Merle Keightley
Mabelle LeClerq
Frances Luem
Katherine Pfeifer

Evelyn Patterson
Ruth Sidebotham
Melida Cook

Sophomores

Junior

Senior
HIKERS

OFFICERS

Eleanor Foulis
Lydia Rolf
Mary Harris

President
Vice-President
Secretary

MEMBERS

Seniors
Constance Baker
Bernice Donihoo
Eleanor Foulis

Helen Halter
Mary Harris

Virginia Johnson
Dorothy Sawyer
Arlene Steinmeier

Juniors
Roma Schaefer

Florence Storimer

Leona Yerger

Sophomores
Edna Bareis
Katherine Cooper
Florence Gaussmann
Alice Gregson

Mildred Helmholt
Margaret Jones
Italine Lytle
Mary McCaughan
Arlene Mulholland

Lydia Rolf
Katherine Spence
Pauline Wylie
Dorothy Young

Freshmen
Eva Kearley
Emma Klipstein

Marguerite Klipstein

Julia Lindsay
Dorothy Meisel
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The purpose of Peze is to foster and maintain an interest in walking as a daily exercise and a healthful sport.

OFFICERS

Fannie Hiestand  
Mary Helen Carson  
Lillian D. Landau  
Clotilde Lowe  

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

HONORARY MEMBER

Dean Edith M. Fenton

MEMBERS

Seniors

Maude Chandler  
Dorothy Evans  
Ann L. Fuller  

Martha Carlisle  
Rose Carlisle  
Mary Helen Carson  

Clotilde Lowe  

Juniors

Frances Fuller  
Jeanette Hertzman  
Vera Shane  

Mabel Le Clerq

Elva Stifel  
Sophomores  

Betty Sain

Ethel Atherton  
Louise Bernero  
Emily Carley  
Anna Margaret Ohle  

Freshmen

De Vera Rotman  
Mary Sebastian  
Mildred Saenger  
Claire Weiler
ICICLES

OFFICERS

President
KATHERINE SPENCE
Vice-President
FRANCES HARMAN
Secretary-Treasurer
HELEN DRISCOLL

MEMBERS

Seniors
ETHEL DURNELL

Juniors
ISABEL BOEDEKER
HELEN DRISCOLL
FRANCES HARMAN
MARY HARRIS
FRANCES BLACKBURN

Sophomores
RUTH CORNELIUS
KATHERINE SPENCE

Freshmen
RUTH MUSICK
EDITH VOLKMAN
HENRIETTA MCCUTCCHAN
ELEANOR QUEST
FLORENCE STOERMER
FLORENCE TIMMERHOFF
NATALIE GEORGE
DOROTHY ROSS
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TADPOLES

OFFICERS

Jane Ewerhardt
Italine Lytle
Mabelle LeClerq

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

Senior
Madeleine Closs
Caroline Gleick
Olga Nooter

Dorothy Hardcastle
Katherine Murray

Juniors
Virginia Bauer
Jacqueline Ambler
Ruth Cornelius
Joan Davis
Ruth Hardcastle
Vera Louise Hawley

Mary Ewerhardt
Janes LeClerq
Italine Lytle
Ruth Moore
Willma Schwindeler
Elizabeth Wright

Sophomores

Freshmen

Mary Cassell
Ruth Hafner

Mary Jane McKay
Lucille Nieman
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Looking east down Lindell Boulevard through the Main Archway
Dramatics
THYRSUS

OFFICERS

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Business Manager
Art Director
Stage Manager
Librarian

CHESTER WATEROUS
VIRGINIA BECKER
MILDRED BLUMEYER
FULLERTON WLLLHITE
WILFORD ZINSMEYER
CARL STOFFREGEN
DYKE MEYER
DOROTHY HEHMANN

MEMBERS

Seniors

KATHERINE HAFNER
ROBERT HENSLEY
HARRY JOLLY
SUSAN LEWIS
FRANCIS LINNEMAN
LOUISE LIVERS
WILLIAM MANSFIELD

VIRGINIA BECKER
JACK BURKhardt
HELEN BROD
CLARK CLIFFORD
CHARLES DUNCAN
ALAN FRASER

HELEN MACFARLAND
SARAH SELBY
CHARLOTTE WAGNER
CHESER WATEROUS
FULLERTON WLLLHITE
MILDRED WILD

HERMAN
LEHMANN
DICKEY
WILLHITE
MCCLURE
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Juniors

Mary Jane Carrier
Carol Crowe
Frances Davis

Harold Elbert
Lawrence Goldman
Donald McClure
Genevieve McNells

Georgia Schoenthaler
John Vierling
Louise Weaver

Sophomores

Katherine Barnes
Mildred Blumeyer
Edwin Bosse
Charles Dillon
Frances Harman
Vera Louise Hawley

Dorothy Heimann
Ruth Hill
Katherine Hinchey
Ralph Knewitz
Gail Leimbberg

Melvin Maginn
Glenn May
Nancy Moore
Boyd Russell
Arthur Woerheide
Dorothy Zetlmeisl

Freshmen

Robert Blauner
Evelyn Koch
John Leicham

Louise Malone
Gilbert Moore

Marguerite Oliver
Eva Ryall
Davis Strothman

A Scene from the First Act, "Aren't We All?"
President
GEORGE BAHN

Vice-President
MARIAN EPSTEIN

Secretary
CAROL CROWE

Treasurer
JOHN VIERLING

Librarian
HELENE SCHMITZ

OFFICERS

MEMBERS

Seniors

Jaquelin Ambler
George Bahn
Susan Mae Faudi

Arlene Steinmeyer

Juniors

Bernice Bachelder
Dorothy Brandenberger
Helen Brown
Carol Crowe
Ruth Epstein
Alan Fraser
Helen Gast
Maxine Goldman

Merle Griffin
John G. Princell
David Selitzer

Robert J. Harding
Mary Harris
Kenneth Koehrig
Richard Kuehne
Robert Manlove
Helen MacFarland
Henrietta Neuman
Helene Schmitz

Florence Stoermer

D. Selzter
M. Selzter
Spiker
Griffen
Hutchinson
Henry
Favik
Locatelli
Byen
Bradley
Gast
R. Horwitz
Blowen
Haring
Neuman
Daniel
Shapiro
Hertzman
Shane
Shafier
Aroldoff
Amber
Rothman
Timmerhoff
E. Horwitz
Volkman
Butler
R. Epstein
Moore
Goldman
Vikeling
M. Epstein
Bahn
Crowe
Schmitz
Schwindeler
Hemen
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LITTLE THEATRE

Sophomores

Emily Bausch
Jean Blythe
Paul Chamberlain
Emily K. Cooper
Marian Epstein
Martin Gardner
Marion Harding
Oren E. Hartmann
William Heuer

Mary Elizabeth Horner
Ruth Horwitz
Josephine Jones
Ruth Moore
Willma L. Schwindeler
Evelyn Sblinkert
John Vierling
Dorothy Watson
Margaret Willis

Freshmen

Jerry Gruner
Southgate Haynie
Donald Loeb
Bud Nash

Josephine Richter
DeVera Rotman
Julia Ruth
Marvin Seltzer

Mary Taurog

Locatell
Epstein
Bahn
Neuman

Scenes from "Arms and The Man" by Shaw
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Mortar Board’s annual presentation of Coed Vodvil December 11 at Mary Institute Auditorium was again a huge success. The fair coeds fully demonstrated their ability and charm. Talent seemed remarkably well divided among the seven sororities.

Kappa Alpha Theta presented a charming skit representing a group of young men who believed that women did not choose their husbands. One of their number, who had toured the country, narrated musically the various experiences met with over the nation.

Kappa Kappa Gamma had a “bald-headed row” presentation of a burlesque show. “Big Ben”, the old rounder, described his experiences at the show, and later presented his gold-miners, and his mural painting; rounding out the whole with an ensemble.

Phi Mu’s presentation of “Nifty Nuts” featured fantastic costumes and farce. The scene represented Dr. I. Cura Nutt’s Asylum, to which various patients came or went. Victims of the dancing craze displayed their woes entertainingly.

Delta Gamma’s “5873 Reasons” had quite a bit of clever repartee in the way of titles of popular songs. Fair dancing and good costuming helped to put it across.

Gamma Phi Beta gave a rearrangement of some portions of “Irene” in a form quite pleasing to eye and ear. The solo dancing was easily the feature of the act.

Pi Beta Phi revised Mother Goose and pointed out what would have happened if Jack and Jill had charlestoned up the hill.

Alpha Chi Omega’s version of Carmen, entitled “Chile Land”, put a happy ending to the romance of Carmen and Ginger Ale—that is, they were married. Costumes and dialogue made the sketch successful.
PRALMA VODVIL

A serious melodrama of unusual character, entitled “One Granada Night” won the Pralma Vodvil Cup for Kappa Alpha over five other acts presented at Mary Institute Auditorium March 18 and 19. The judges were Mrs. Kathleen Hammond, Professor Frank M. Webster and Mr. William Parsons. Melvin Maginn’s dramatic interpretation of the plot was an outstanding feature of “One Granada Night”. Gilbert Moore gave some excellent part songs and Lyman Hoshell, impersonating a Spanish senorita was the best danseuse of the evening. The act was written by Howard Kaho, Fullerton Willhite, and Theodore Granberry. It concerned an American, held captive by banditti in the wilds of Granada, who attempted to escape with Amada, the Spanish girl. The arrival of a government officer and the release of the American brought the act to a fitting close.

The Phi Delt Phollies Company, presented a burlesque entitled “The Broken Leg”, with a big cast. Individual honors were shared by Billy Lund and Carleton Hadley.

Sigma Nu presented a farce, “There Aint No Justice”, with Jack Burkhardt as the chief comedian and Ernie Bashford as Mr. Completely, the goat. This slapstick act, written by Bob Parman, portrayed the proceedings in a divorce court.

Psi Delta’s presentation with its ghost chorus and vulgar boatswains was also very good. It was the story of the love of Percival, who had a whole bare-footed harem, and Nellie, who had been married some five times to date.

“Idyl Love”, offered by Alpha Tau Omegas, was written by Douglas Gibson. It started out with a pirate chorus composed of a bandit, a rogue, a vagabond, and a brigand, that was really good. Art Hannibal was clever with his gags and Douglas Gibson was a handsome captain finally successful in his affairs of heart.

The last act, “Inn Here”, given by Beta Theta Pi, starred Carl Fox in the guise of Sam, the porter.
"Aren't We All," the brilliant and sophisticated comedy by Frederick Lonsdale was presented at the American Theatre April 10, 1926 as the annual Thyrsus production. The cast kept the gleaming bubble of wit afloat throughout this airy comedy of the English drawing room and dealt with the situations with a light and skillful touch. In heavier, more awkward hands the play would have been distressing. As put on by Thyrsus, it was most amusing and delightful.

The play itself centered around the efforts of Lord Grenham to bring about a reconciliation between his son and his daughter-in-law who had discovered her errant husband in the arms of a beautiful actress. The denouement was both interesting and novel. The insulted wife was surprised in a similar situation, husband and wife agreed to cry quits, and all ended happily as a comedy should.

Clark Clifford had the difficult role of Lord Grenham, but he made the most of the part and showed quite a flair for comedy. Eloise Frazier was delightful as Lady Fritton. Virginia Becker and Fullerton Willhite, as Margaret and Willie Tatham, played opposite each other with intelligence and vivacity. The minor roles were capably handled by Curt Gallenkamp, Gus Crawford, Krauter, Vierling, Donald McClure, Richard Miler, Charlotte Ewing, and Sarah Selby.

During the school year Thyrsus not only presents the annual but also two groups of one-act plays. This year the first group was staged in January Court Room December 3 and 4. An innovation which was well received was the replacement of lavish and cumbersome settings with much simpler ones.

As is customary three plays were put on. The first of these was "The Step-mother" by Arnold Bennett. Sarah Selby had the role of a woman-novelist who wrote learnedly of medicine, of which she knew nothing. For this she is soundly criticized. Her step-son, played by Donald McClure, falls in love with her secretary, played by Genevieve McNellis. Finally all difficulties are ironed out when the novelist decides to marry a doctor, acted by Robert Blauner.

The second play, "Trifles" by Susan Gaspell was a tragedy, a thing which seemed to puzzle an audience still under the influence of the merry comedy. The frozen calmness of Mary Jane Carrier in the role of the wife of the murdered farmer, and the interpretation of the role of the sheriff's wife by Katherine Hinchey were excellent. Jack Burkhardt as the sheriff, Lawrence Goldman as the county attorney, and Charles Duncan as a neighboring farmer dealt ably with their parts.

The last play of the group was "Stuffing" by George Preston. In this hilarious comedy, Melvin Maginn was the thoughtless cockney cabby, and Louise Livers his sensitive wife whose birthday he forgets. Charles Judge and Katherine Hafner completed the cast.

The second series of one act plays was presented March 11 and 12. The first of these was "Evening Dress Indispensable", a most amusing comedy in which the daughter, Nancy Moore, a modernist and an intellectual with a "Russian soul" is aroused out of her apathy by her still charming mother, played by Helen Brod, her mother's old sweetheart, Alan Fraser, and Harry Jolly, who is in love with her in spite of her fearsome intellectuality.

The second of these, "Catherine Parr" by Maurice Baring swung the audience back several centuries into the time of Henry VIII. Virginia Becker made a charming and witty Catherine, and Melvin Maginn a jolly Henry. The long discussions were most amusing and it was obvious that in Catherine, Henry had met his match. The play was coached by Mrs. W. R. Mackenzie.

Last of all was "Enter the Hero" which seemed to delight the audience. Carol Crowe as the heroine pretends to have a violent love affair with a man from her town who is in South America, and displays impassioned letters to prove it. With the return of the man, Gilbert Moore, the young lady has some very intricate problems to solve, especially since he is not in love with her at all.
The presentation of "As You Like It," on May 18, 1926, Liggett Terrace, marked a successful and brilliant revival of the annual Shakespearean performance. This delightful sylvan comedy was characterized by acting, singing, and dancing which had the finished touch of the professional. The natural setting of Liggett Terrace was augmented by a few artificial props from the Municipal Theatre, so that the setting was complete in every respect.

The individual performances were of such a high type that it is difficult to pick out the particularly bright stars. Miss Harriet Moore as Rosalind probably carried off first honors. The parts of Celia, melancholy Jacques, and Touchstone, as well as all the others, were rendered with finish that far transcended the average amateur efforts. Harriet Moore, Melvin Maginn, and Charles Dillon, who were cast as Rosalind, Orlando, and Jacques, respectively, were coached privately by E. H. Sothern during his stay in St. Louis. The performance was remarkable in that with one exception no experienced actors from the previous year had been inherited as material for this production. It is this fact, more than any other, which makes the work of the coaches—Dr. Mackenzie, Mrs. Mackenzie, and Prof. Webster—exceptionally outstanding. The play showed expert editing; boresome speeches were expurgated, yet all the essential action was present.

One of the best features of the play was the dancing, which was coached by Miss Bennett, Miss Sanguinet, and Miss Porter. The five delightful interludes gave an added aesthetic touch to the production and met with great success from the audience. Along with the dances was excellent singing from both the Men's and Girl's Choruses. This marked the initial appearance of a men's chorus in the Shakespearean plays at Washington.

On the whole, the performance was successful both from a financial and histrionic standpoint. It marked a great achievement for the Shakespearean Association of Washington University and its revival firmly established the popularity of this type of play.

Dramatis Personae

Duke, living in banishment
Frederick, his brother, and usurper of his domains
Amiens
1st Lord
Lords attending upon the banished Duke
Jacques
Pages, attending the banished Duke
Le Beau, a courtier attending upon Duke Frederick
Charles, wrestler to Frederick
Oliver and Orlando—Sons of Sir Roland de Boys
Adam, servant to Orlando
Touchstone, a clown
Pages to Frederick

Cora and Silvius—Shepherds
William, a country fellow in love with Audrey
Rosalind, daughter to the banished Duke
Celia, daughter to Frederick
Phebe, a shepherdess
Audrey, a country wench
A person representing Hymen

Lords, Ladies, Foresters, etc.

Robert A. Kissack
Carl Krautter
Carlyle Johnson
Samuel Howell
Charles Dillon
Ruth Epstein, Hildegard Ruecker
John F. Vierling
Quentin P. Alt
Fullerton Willhite, Melvin Maginn
George Waiff
Curt Gallenkamp
Mildred Wild, Virginia Hayes
Donald Chamberlain, Eugene Bahn
Harold Elbert
Harriet Moore
Helen Beachell
Grace May
Charlotte Wagner
Katharine Häfner
This year’s May fete, the annual presentation of the Women’s Athletic Department, will be held on May 10 in McMillan Court. The plot of the production is taken from Oscar Wilde’s story “The Birthday of the Infanta”. The first scene opens when the gardeners come in to prepare their Garden for the celebration of the Infanta’s twelfth birthday. They perform their duties merrily and dance while working. As they water the flowers a chorus of butterflies flit in and out of the bushes, their dancing adding greatly to the attractiveness of the scene. Later, the Infanta comes out into the Garden under the care of the Duchess of Albuquerque, who has planned the celebration for her. The Infanta is very much surprised when the gypsies, tumblers and other dancers come out to entertain her. But the unusual and most delightful surprise is the appearance of a little grotesque, a hunchback of about fourteen years of age, who is brought in from the woods to dance.

After his performance the hunchback wanders through the palace and finally comes into a room with a large mirror. He sees himself for the first time of his life in this glass and when he discovers his homeliness he dies of a broken heart. The Infanta finds him lying dead on the floor and her interest in him turns to love. She, therefore, calls in the birds of the forest to use their supernatural powers to restore him to life in the form of a handsome prince. Then follows the betrothal of the two and the gay wedding dance, making an appropriate ending for such a fanciful theme.

May day is always enjoyed by the students of the college and the celebration this year will be one of the best ever given. The dances are clever and attractive; the actors are well-trained; the costumes are appropriately designed and the effect of the blending of the colors is quite appealing. Misses Bertha A. Bennett and Esther V. Porter, professors of physical education have charge of the production. Miss Eloise Frazier is coaching the speaking parts and Miss Margaret Breen is designing the costumes. The part of the Infanta will be portrayed by Willma Schwindeler; Belle Grosby will act as Fantastic, the little grotesque, and the Duchess of Albuquerque will be Dorothy Brandenberger. Other important roles will be interpreted by Eleanor Henning, Frances Harman, Jaquelin Ambler and Carol Crowe.
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Musical Comedy
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Barbara E. Gordon Ross Ayars Cornelius Shaffer M. Gordon Bradley Fettes Brinkley
Young Lucas Donihoo Gowans Henders Ricketts Hilmer R. Hapner Sawyer Ross Shaffer
Sibley Merton Edith Bradley Angleman Landau Brinkley Tommerhoff Lewis Hix Chambers
Fisher Berkenbosch Shane Boedeker L. Hapner Livers Hinchey McCutchan Fields Schwindeber McFarland
The annual Women's Glee Club program, consisting of musical numbers and an operetta, was presented at the Mary Institute auditorium on April 21, 1927. The first part of the program was devoted to piano selections by Miss Edith Gordon, songs by Ruth Hafner, and six numbers by the Glee Club ensemble.

The operetta, "The Riddle of Isis", had its setting in Egypt among the pyramids. Madame Pinker and her Seminary girls, viewing the famous ruins by moonlight, are interrupted by as many fiery Bedouins as there are young ladies. The Sheikhs are really young Americans touring Egypt. When Reginald, an eminent Egyptologist, decides to try his invention for reviving mummies on Isis and Ramesis II, Madame Pinker, who has conceived a passion for the long-dead Ramesis, urges him on. The experiment successful, Reginald himself falls in love with Isis. The youthful Americans have long since paired up. Isis informs her Egyptologist that she will be his if he answer at midnight the riddle she will propound to him. When the answer book of Ramesis on which Reginald relied for the solution is stolen, overwhelmed he pulls out his watch at the stroke of the hour and shouts "Time!" which turns out to be the correct answer.

The leading roles were taken by Helen MacFarland as Isis, George Dyer as Reginald, Don Weddell as Ramesis II, and Louise Liver as Madame Pinker. Carol Boedecker, Robert Black, Lester Abbott, Overton Fry, Vera Shane, and Ervilla Hix handled the minor roles. The chorus was good and the dancing of the pony ballet, clever.
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In the annual concert at the Odeon Theatre, the Quadrangle Club presented on February 4th, one of the most interesting and polished performances of recent years. A number of innovations, the piano solos of Ted Williams who played a number of his own compositions, the work of the newly organized orchestra, together with a well selected list of songs, made the program by far the most ambitious that has yet been attempted by the club. Great credit must be given Mr. William A. Parsons whose work as Director of the Club did much to make the concert a success.

The program was opened by two very spirited songs sung by the entire Glee Club, “The Builder” by Cadman and “The Song of the Vagabonds” by Friml. The work of the men showed a high degree of skill and seemed superior to the singing of the past two years. This condition may be traced to a greater interest in the club among the students and to a more careful selection of the club members. The other three numbers sung by the whole chorus were two negro spirituals which were well applauded and “Oh Peaceful Night” which was perhaps the most effective of all the numbers.

Ted Williams was the individual attraction of the evening. Ted played some numbers from the Musical Comedy, “Rosita”, and two compositions of his own. He has also written a new varsity march song, “Fight, Washington, Fight” which was taught to the audience at the end of the program after a preliminary rendition by the Glee Club.

The work of both the varsity quartet and the revised Kwadrangle Klub Komedy Kwartet was much applauded. The voices of the varsity men individually did not come up to the standard of last year, but the numbers that were sung were very enjoyable. Schmidt, Thompson, Hyndman, and Weddell comprised the quartet while Fry, Willhite, Hoshall, and Cunliff were the four Klowns of the Komedy Kwartet. It is still a matter of conjecture when the program of the annual concert will be purged of such light stuff which really has its place on the Vodvil circuit. A definite step was taken this year with the introduction of the orchestral pieces and the piano solos and it is hoped that the Glee Club next year will be able to entertain its audience without recourse to a specialty quartet.

Robert Hyndman who succeeded Golterman as soloist acknowledged the applause to his two numbers with an encore that was familiar to all, “The Road to Mandalay”. The orchestra under the direction of Bobby Herr warmed up to the occasion and proved to be the most popular portion of the program.
The annual Missouri Valley Intercollegiate Glee Club Contest was held at the Washington University Field House, February 4, 1927. The clubs participating in the contest were: University of Kansas, Kansas State Agricultural College, Kansas State Teacher's College, Oklahoma A. and M. College, University of Oklahoma, University of Arkansas, Westminster College, Iowa State College, University of Missouri, and Washington University. The judges were Rositter Cole, Peter Lutkin, and Edgar Nelson, all of whom are well-known musicians. The winner was the University of Missouri; the University of Kansas was second, and Washington University, third, the judging being based on each club's rendition of the "prize" song.

The program as presented by these ten clubs was both lengthy and varied, since each group sang three numbers, besides the three ensemble numbers by the combined clubs in a grand chorus of three hundred voices. The order of appearance for the "choice" song, the "prize" song, and the "College" song, was determined by a drawing. This selection was made by Rudolph Ganz, conductor of the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, Miss Forrestine Wilson, President of the Woman's Council, and Prof. E. B. Conant of the School of Law, Vice-President of the Intercollegiate Glee Club Association.

The prize song which was sung by each club, was a beautiful number by Schumann, entitled, "The Lotus Flower". After it had been sung ten times, this song was presented a final time by the grand chorus of all the glee clubs, and was conducted by Peter Lutkin, who was formerly in charge of the children's chorus of the annual Evansville Festival.

Efforts are being made to stage the annual contest at the Field House again next year, and to make Washington University its permanent location.
The lightning flashed above the Spanish Pyrenees and as we instinctively clutched our absent umbrellas, Marian Epstein began telling Rosita that her future was linked with that of a handsome young American. "Just like a musical comedy". The remainder of the plot of Rosita was devoted to furthering, fostering, complicating and completing the prophesied romance. Song, jest, and dialogue carried the slender thread of romance to the happy ending when Clark Clifford realized his undying affection for Sarah Selby who was the entrancing senorita, Rosita. This startling denouement required a song, assent, dissent, and consent, not to mention three tender embraces, before the audience would cease applauding.

The very amusing musical comedy, "Rosita" was the result of patient labor on the part of Ted Williams who wrote the lyrics for the entire play and who directed the musical numbers from the orchestra pit. Carleton Hadley and Milton Monroe deserve equal credit for their work as co-authors of the libretto and assistance in staging the production. An enthusiastic audience greeted the cast on the nights of April 7 and 8 at the American Theatre where Rosita was presented. The title role was well portrayed by Sarah Selby and the part of Jim was handled by Clark Clifford whose experience, in dramatics of course, enabled him to give the part the interpretation that it deserved. The remainder of the principals were Jean Bronenkamp whose work was especially outstanding, Melvin Maginn and Harold Elbert who injected the needed comedy, Robert Hyndman, Fullerton Willhite, Dorothy Ladd, Carol Crowe, Jane Shaffer, Marian Epstein, Carleton Hadley, Alan Fraser, Ronald Elkins, and A. William Morris. Supporting the principals were two choruses and a snappy pony ballet, soldiers, entertainers and Arthur Woerheide, whose arrival allowed matters to be settled satisfactorily and the curtain to fall upon a stirring chorus sung by the ensemble.

The comedy as a whole was characterized by good songs, a continuity of action, and by a diversity of characters. The costumes were especially designed by Margaret Breen to harmonize with the scenery and the lighting effects. William Lincoln and George Senseney designed the scenery and were rewarded by the title of technical directors. The best musical numbers were "Rosita" sung by Clifford, "When I'm Away from You" and "Everybody Else" sung by Hyndman and Jean Bronenkamp respectively. For any other information about the show, see the program or Student Life. We recommend the program.

In contrast to the musical comedy of last year, Rosita showed a finish and smoothness that would compare well with the professional stage. Robert Kissack of the English Department is responsible for the dramatic direction of the play and a large measure of credit is due him for his efforts and skill. Both performances went off without a noticeable hitch or missed cue. In all, about two thousand students, alumni, and parents saw the show. Wilford Zinsmeyer, production manager, and Robert Bassett, ticket manager, have stated the comedy would be a slight financial success though at this time, final figures are not available for publication.